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Some thoughts a�er “attending” the Board of Supervisors meeting: Supervisors — while it’s dif�cult,

if you are able to put aside the offense of the accusations, I think you’ll �nd that the source of the

pushback is simple and sincere: the community cares deeply about the fate of White’s Woods.

This is a place to exercise and relax, to wander and wonder; a sanctuary when the sanctuaries are

closed. This place is precious. Therefore, I think FWW’s offer to bring in additional experts is

excellent. I’ve read Millstone’s proposal and that’s when I became alarmed enough to take action.

The timbering process described is much like that done recently near my family’s farm, which has

le� a mutilated mess behind. However competent Millstone may be in their method, I strongly

question the proposal’s suitability in this complex recreational/conservational context. We need
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additional expert input.

Once the trees are cut, once the soil is turned, it’s done—and if an already-mistrustful public is le�

with anything like the scene near ourfarm, without proof that this was truly best practice, the

current anger may only be the tip of the iceberg.

Furthermore, the public has repeatedly demonstrated great will to preserve the forest.

Why not harness this? It was mentioned that the best practice for removing the barberry, etc., is by

hand, not machine. If this is reviewed and approved — we can do this! I’m positive I can �nd you

twenty volunteers, likely more, who are willing to contribute manual labor to avoid unnecessary

rototilling.

I am not against some proposed “improvements” — an amphitheater, signage, parking — but I am

against these being held up as a sort of consolation prize a�er timbering. The health and

preservation of the forest is the priority, and, as one board member said, here we need to “follow

the science.”

Once that is assured, small improvements can be crowdfunded or done other ways. In

Morgantown, W.Va., the arboretum’s amphitheater was built as an Eagle Scout project.

We all want the best for our community — and our woods. Let’s resolve this con�ict through

evidence based stewardship solutions and move forward together.

Beth Wheeler

Indiana


